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MAY 2022
Call of Remembrance

The 24 notes that sound out the bugle
call known as taps will be played at
numerous events this Memorial Day. The
solemn melody has been around since the
Civil War, when it was adapted from
existing bugle calls that signaled the end of
the day. Upon hearing the call, soldiers
knew to extinguish their lamps and get
ready for bed.

Stay Grounded
The next time you’re relaxing outdoors,

take a moment to connect with the Earth—
literally. A type of therapy called grounding
is gaining attention for its effects on chronic
pain, sleep quality and mental health. The
main method is simple: Stand or walk on
the grass or sand while barefoot. You can
also place your hand on the ground. Some
research suggests that the Earth’s
electricity links to the body to reduce
inflammation and improve mood, while
other health experts believe the benefits
are mostly due to the calming effects of
being in nature.

Float Like a Butterfly
Did you ever wonder why someone who

is friendly and outgoing is called a social
butterfly? It’s because they can float from
person to person, striking up conversation
with ease, much like a butterfly flits
between different flowers in a garden.
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OFFICE HOURS
Monday- Friday: 8:00 am - 5:00 pm

Saturday: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Sunday: Closed

Get a Better Night’s Sleep
Ensure more restful sleep by following

the 6/30 rule: Avoid caffeine for six hours
before bedtime, and say good night to TV,
tablet or phone screens 30 minutes before
hitting the hay.

Self-Care Corner:
Do a Brain Dump

Whenever you’re feeling overwhelmed or
anxious, psychologists suggest doing a “brain
dump.” Get a notebook and write down your
thoughts as they come. This exercise clears your
mind of clutter, giving you a concrete place to
store your worries, to-do’s, and positive thoughts,
too. If you want, you can organize the contents of
your brain dump later, or repeat the exercise as
often as you need to.

Rent Reminder
Rent is due on

the 1st of the month
and considered late
on the 6th. All late
rent must include a
late charge equal to
10% of the balance
on your account.







1908: The first Mother’s Day celebrations are held 

at gatherings in Grafton, W.Va., and Philadelphia. 

1936: Joe DiMaggio makes his MLB debut, taking the 

field as a New York Yankee.

1942: To help the American war effort, gas rationing 

begins in 17 eastern states. By the end of the year, it 

was in effect in all 48 states.

1963: The first James Bond film, “Dr. No,” 

premieres in the U.S. Scottish actor Sean Connery 

portrayed the fictional secret agent.

1973: Stevie Wonder’s “You Are the Sunshine of 

My Life” is the No. 1 song played across the U.S. 

1980: An earthquake triggers the volcanic eruption 

of Washington’s Mount St. Helens.

1999: Discovery becomes the first space shuttle to 

dock with the International Space Station.

2003: After a 16-year run on Broadway, the musical 

“Les Miserables” closes.

2013: An 80-year-old Japanese man becomes the 

oldest person to climb Mount Everest, the world’s 

highest mountain.

2018: England’s Prince Harry marries American 

actress Meghan Markle in a ceremony broadcast 

around the world. The pair received the titles 

Duke and Duchess of Sussex.
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RENT IS DUE!!
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STOP BY THE
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OH NO!! RENT IS
LATE!!
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PEST CONTROL
101-240
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